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attract advertisers. With the first of these changes neither
Stead nor O'Connor would have had any sympathy, if
it had been proposed or attempted while they were making
Press history* Stead, indeed, refuted NorthclifFe's saying
about him (that he was a revolutionary) by making the
paper he edited more violently an organ of opinion than
any*
What he did was to make more direct appeal than was
usual to the sensations of his public. What " T. P/'
showed by his brilliant handling of the Star was that the
methods of the Old Journalism had slipped behind the
intelligence of a generation eager for more stimulating fare.
But with him, too, opinions were paramount* Politics
remained the supreme factor, meaning by politics the
struggle for improvement in the conditions under which
the masses existed* His discovery, which was literally
epoch-making, since it ushered in a new form of journal-
ism, was that most people had other interests as well*
But there was no reason why a newspaper should not
remain an organ of opinion and also touch life at many
more points than the Press of that time considered suit-
able to its rather pompous dignity, its self-satisfied
clinging to methods of the past*
Indeed, the Star was such a newspaper. Its interests
were distributed over a wider field than was common; the
writing, in it was as good, taken in bulk, as any British
daily paper has ever offered (Bernard Shaw and A. B,
Walkley, Charles Hands and Richard le Galltenne,
Joseph Pennell and Sidney Webb, were all on the staff) ;
it was free from many of the conventions by which
journalists were then cramped. Clearly if an evening
paper of this kind could be popular—the success of the
Star was immediate and lasting—it was time to experi-
ment with a " morning " on more or less the same lines

